Q: In your publications you write that God speaks to you, telling what you should teach,
and so forth. If God knows nothing about the human experience, how could He be
conscious of one needing light?1
A: God is no more conscious of one needing light than the sunshine is conscious of removing
darkness. All that comes to us as inner light or illumination represents our interpretation of what
is happening. If I have an inner unfoldment, it comes to me in the English language. But when
a German has it, it comes in German. When a Frenchman has it, it comes in French, and if a
Hindu has it, it comes in his particular language. …
Now, does God speak in English or French or German or Spanish? Of course not! As a matter
of fact, God doesn’t speak. When we speak of “God uttereth His voice;” when we speak of
“God thunders;” when we speak of “God revealing;” when we speak of Moses “talking” to God
and “receiving” the Ten Commandments, do you not see that God is infinite spiritual Being and
that a man has reached such a high degree of spiritual consciousness that he stands in that
Presence, not understanding it fully, but interpreting it in accord with his own language and his
own needs of the moment?
God no more knows that we need light than the sun knows that the earth needs light. But the
earth gets in the way of the sun, and the sun shines upon it, and warms it, and fertilizes it, and
renews it. Probably the rain doesn’t know that the earth needs rain, either. No, no. …
Now, as you come into spiritual awareness, you will receive specific orders, specific instructions,
specific teachings. It is not that God knows your particular need for them, but that God is
shining in your consciousness as Life, as Truth, as “the Word.” That’s “the Word” that’s given in
Scripture, as “the Word,” or “the message.” You interpret that according to your need of the
moment. You may interpret the message one way today and another way tomorrow, and it may
be the same message. But it will be interpreted in the light of your understanding today.
Let us all understand this clearly—there are three thousand translations and interpretations of
the Bible. Why so many? Because each one who interprets or translates the Bible bases their
interpretation on his own understanding of the particular language or of the spiritual sense [he
discerns]. …
When Spiritual Interpretation of Scripture came to me, I was reading the book of Ruth and
Naomi, which as you know, is a beautiful book and has that wonderful lesson about “entreat me
not to leave thee. I will never leave thee. Whithersoever thou goest I will go.”2 And as I was
reading that book, I thought, “It is a beautiful story, but literally speaking, it can’t be true,
because it has no real sense as a story. It has beauty but it has no sense, no moral, no theme,
no reality. What is the meaning of this?”
And while I was pondering it, all of a sudden the realization came that Naomi had left that which
spiritually interpreted means “spiritual consciousness,” and had gone down into materiality, and
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into a wonderful form of it, a very prosperous form. She grew rich with farms, with cattle; had a
wonderful husband, two sons, and two daughters-in-law. Oh, materially she prospered
abundantly! Then she loses all this. Everything is gone and the only thing left to her is an alien
daughter-in-law. Of all the things of no value at all that will cling to a person, it’s an alien
daughter-in-law. [Laughter]
I wouldn’t ordinarily say that about daughters-in-law, but I’m speaking now in this particular
sense of an alien daughter-in-law—not one of her own religious faith; not one of her own nation
even. She was purely, outrightly, an alien daughter-in-law. And it is this alien daughter-in-law
that clings to her, the least of all these things.
Now, what do you think—in human consciousness—is the least of all things in the world? What
do you think there is, [according to human consciousness] that is less than anything else that
can be conceived of in the human mind? And I can tell you very quickly—it’s the Christ. Above
all things, the Christ has no value to human sense, to mortal or material consciousness. There
is just nothingness-less-nothing. What would you do with it after you got it? Because you can’t
see it, hear it, taste it, touch it, or smell it. You can’t go out and exchange it at the bakery shop.
It won’t go out and plow your fields for you. According to material sense, there you have the
very least of these things, the Christ. And it was the least of these things that clung to Naomi.
Ah, but the very least of these things, what does it do for her when she finally agrees to let it
come with her and be with her? Why it restores her to her spiritual estate and makes her the
great-great-grandmother of the Christ. …
Now then, I saw right there in that story that all Scripture must have an interpretation that we do
not see from a literal standpoint. A story can’t be very important that is merely about a
daughter-in-law who goes out and gleans in the fields and then marries a rich man. That would
be too much like a modern novel to be Scripture. Yet, seen in this light, Naomi left spiritual
consciousness but never did really lose the Christ. It was embodied in her, and at the moment
of all material loss, it came to light again. And by recognizing it and taking it with her, she found
it to be actually that upon which her entire restoration was built.
Now, does God know anything about that? Probably not. That’s our interpretation. And as a
matter of fact, you may read that same story and receive an entirely different interpretation, and
it may be one just as satisfactory for our purpose or our work in spiritual living.
In the same way, what is the significance of a thief hanging on a cross in punishment for his evil
deeds, and the Master saying, “This night I will take you with me into Paradise”? What is the
significance of that? It must have a deep spiritual significance. If you only took it literally, what
would you have? Just a good man saying, “Oh, I don’t mind your being crooked. Come on!
Let’s go to heaven together.” No, it’s deeper than that.
The lesson in there [with the thief on the cross] is the continuity and completeness of the
Master’s teaching: “Neither do I condemn thee. I do not judge thee. I find no fault in thee.” It
reveals that in the moment of the thief’s turning to the Christ, his entire past is wiped out. Well,
maybe that’s not your interpretation, but that’s the way I see it. And it is my interpretation of a
divine fact, or that which is. And so it is with all revelation. Revelation is given to those who, in
some degree, have lost their sense of material values and have begun to perceive the hidden
values in life.

